The global trend of growing non-bank driven financial intermediation raises new regulatory issues. Non-banks, often referred to as “other financial institutions” (OFIs) engage in liquidity and maturity transformation. The resulting risks call for regulatory responses, especially if the volume of financial activities entails potential systemic risk. In many parts of the world, above all in the U.S. and Europe, OFIs have passed thresholds of systemic relevance and banks and OFIs have become greatly interconnected, exposing each sector to the risks emanating from the other. In response, regulators are attempting to mitigate risks by extending principles known from bank regulation to non-bank financial intermediaries. Numbers reported to the Financial Stability Board indicate that the situation is less pronounced in Asia, but even here volumes of assets and transactions held and executed by OFIs are growing rapidly, e.g. in Singapore and Hong Kong. Whereas there is no imperative for immediate regulatory action, it is time for academic discussions about adequate responses to increasing risks.
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